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Editorial

News from Mexico

A new campaign began in my country this month. Before entering this new campaign, let’s take a break
and look at the situation last
year at the same date…
Certainly some will note that,
over one year, sugar on the
world market gained 20 %
and ethanol value in Brazil
gained 40 %.
But, over the same time, our
costs have surged higher! Oil
in the world increased by 60 %, and fertilizers increased by something like +200% around the world. I
won’t detail the effect of currencies (mine gained 20%
compared to the US$!), but, with the effect of climate
change and emerging pests, I am not sure the increase
in sugar price will be enough to pay the extra costs I
have incurred!
Certainly, the situation is similar in your country: the
good signal of the sugar rise is clearly shadowed by
the rise in our costs...

Campaign 2020-2021 (cane being harvested from
October to June)
Still with negative effects from the severe drought,
during the last season, Zafra 2020-2021, the harvested area was 789,996 hectares, forty-nine mills in
operation processed a total of 51.3 million tonnes of
cane with a sugar output of 5.715 million ton nes and
a bit more of two million tonnes of molasses. National
Cane yield averaged 64.928 tonnes per hectare, an
equivalence of 7,235 kilograms of sugar per hectare
harvested.
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Destination or use of the Mexican Sugar production
from former season, was as follows: Domestic Market
71.76%; T-MEC (USA Quota) 14.52%; IMMEX (export
processed goods) 7.90%; Other Countries (world market) 4.74% and, 1.07% USA Sugar Reexport Program.

And once again, I realize how challenging it is for us to
smoothly deliver constant and high quality production
for consumers from fields that require long term
views and constancy to ensure sustainability.
I think we can all be proud of what we are doing! And,
sometimes, we have to remind civil society and our
government that they can also be proud of us – because our work really deserves it!
Having said that, I must now go back to harvesting!
Eduardo Romão, President
WABCG

In Mexico sugar cane price is by the sugar content
(KARBE*) at a rate of 57% of a reference price, obtained from average domestic and export market
prices. National average KARBE per ton of cane was
117.661 kilos. 2020-2021 Reference Price was determined at $15,239.43 (USD$762.00), KARBE unit price
MXP$8.68 (USD$0.434). Average price of sugar cane
MXP$1,021.00 (USD$51.00).
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Campaign 2021-2022
For the present Season 2021-2022, most recent estimates reflect 805 thousand hectares to harvest, 54.6
million tonnes of cane and a
production of 6.174 million
tonnes of sugar. Estimated
Sugar cane yield is at 67.87
tonnes per hectare, Factory
Yield 11.30% and 7.67
tonnes of sugar per hectare.
On relation to the sugar
marketing, this year a percentage close to 38% of the
national production should
be exported, that makes 2.35 million tonnes of sugar.
Destinations of Mexican sugar are 37.8% to de US under T-MEC Quota Agreements; 45.2% to World Market and 17% to IMMEX Industries.

Last week update showed that harvested sugar cane
is 82.2% of the estimated and sugar production accounts for 81% of the expected production. Relative
to previous season, Cane
yield shows a substantial
increase of 4.3 tonnes,
standing at a national
average of 72.9 tonnes
per hectare, the same
for cane quality, averaging 118.66 KARBE units,
one kilo over last season.
Because of a higher proportion on exports to
world market, the reference price for sugar is
showing a contraction of
6 to 10 percent versus
last season.

On other issues, weather is a matter of concern a
moderate to severe drought is present in 75% of the
Mexican sugar cane areas, with no rain since last October, which benefited the harvest operations but is
affecting the development of the ratoons and the viability of new planting for renovations. Undoubtedly
the situation will affect productivity to next season.
A relative increase in fuel price and the excessive increase in price of fertilisers and agrochemicals, is impacting and accounts in average for a 25 to 30% increase in the sugarcane cost of production. As well,
labour is becoming scarce, because of the growing demand of workers in other agriculture activities which
has developed intensely in our country, like berries,
greenhouses, avocado plantations, agave, different
vegetables, focused on exports and with greater economics and deeper pockets.
For us, the only route seen is to work in productivity
increase through better practices, increase irrigated
area, precision agricultures and mechanization of
every operation, focused on the harvest. Now our organisation started tests of mechanical cane harvesters imported from Thailand made by the enterprise
Krushi-Chang, as a tool to counteract the lack of labour that in the future seems to be increasing.
Carlos Blackaller, President

Unión Nacional de Cañeros, A. C. – CNPR, Mexico
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News from Finland
The Covid-19 pandemic and the Russian invasion of
Ukraine that began in February have caused great uncertainty in agricultural production and markets in
Finland as well. Input
prices were already
rising sharply before
February, but the war
has exacerbated the
situation to unprecedented levels. In particular, the prices of
fuels, electricity and
fertilizers have risen
to unsustainable levels. The prices of cereals, proteins and
oilseeds have also
risen sharply, so
there are several
challenges for sugar
beet growing.

beet in line with cost increases. Sugar prices and turbulence in agricultural markets have hampered IPA
negotiations and delayed the start of future
2023/2024 negotiations.
Major changes can also open up new opportunities,
so the upcoming growing season in Finland is viewed
with the highest expectations.

The difficult market situation is expected to reduce
the area under sugar beet in the period 2022/2023.
As a result of late and cold spring, sowing of sugar
beet started 1-2 weeks later than normal and sowing
progress has been slow. For this reason, it is still difficult to estimate the exact area of this season sugar
beet.
The Conviso Smart method has maintained its popular
position in Finland. Less than half of the seeds sown
are Conviso Smart varieties. In Finland, it is also possible to use neonicotinoids in seed dressing with emergency authorization this year as well, so unnecessary
insecticide spraying can be avoided. In the season
2021/2022, the beet pulp was sold for the first time
directly from the factory to the cattle farms, pressed,
not dried.
The trend in the sugar market is the right one, but
compared to the speed of rising costs, the rise in sugar
prices has been far too slow. A significant upward
jump in sugar prices in the forthcoming marketing
year will be needed to be able to pay the price of sugar

Erno Toikka, President

MTK’s Sugar Beet Committee, Finland

Save the dates!
WABCG Conference
‘Virtual Fargo’

13 June, 13.00 (London Time):
‘Around the world session’
20 June, 13.00 (London Time):
‘Detailed overview of the US sugar sector’
27 June, 13.00 (London Time):
‘Private session’

WABCG/ISO Consultation
21 November
London, UK

New study available
How is the value of products derived from
sugar beet and sugar cane shared between
growers and factories throughout the
world?
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